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What can Rail Operational Development do for you?
By working with you we can
 Help you design cost effective, safety validated, risk mitigated procedures to develop and sustain your business.
 Produce necessary risk assessments that ensures operational safety is never compromised,
 Develop and train managers to be a valuable member of the team

Operations Standards for Heavy & Light Railways
Through our experience of taking companies from nationalisation to privatisation, we can design and produce risk
based operational procedures in accordance with national and EU legislation.
We have proven (internationally recognised) ability to thoroughly review existing policies and procedures to ensure
that they fully address operational safety requirements in the most cost effective and safest way, and also take into
account the nature of your operation and the size of your supervisory and management workforce.

Station Working and Procedures including Risk Assessments
Having worked with many of the UK’s largest rail operators
we are able to produce safe and effective station working
arrangements, which are not only risk based, but also take
into account the nature of the stations train service plan and
the methods of dispatch for the different types of trains.

Development of operational line
Managers’ carrying out their day to day tasks
Since UK privatisation and the significant advances made towards an integrated European railway, there has never
been a more important time to train operational managers in their role and responsibilities.
RODL can undertake pre-selection assessments of
potential candidates to ensure the most suitable is selected.
We can then train them in the following areas:

Poor performance of inexperienced managers



Background to the integrated European railway
network and its benefits
 Background to company procedures and their
link to European and national procedures
 How to undertake accident and incident investigation
 How to manage employees to get the best from them
 How to negotiate and consult with trade unions at all
levels
 How to undertake discipline and grievance hearings
RODL believes this approach produces a more effective
Operator that not only improves the individual, but also
greatly enhances your business
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